649  COTTON EMBROIDERY FOR WOMAN'S SILK CAP

650  WOMAN'S BLACK SILK CAP EMBROIDERED WITH WHITE COTTON, FROM COMITAT TOLNA

651  WOMAN'S BLACK SILK CAP EMBROIDERED WITH WHITE COTTON, FROM COMITAT TOLNA
Women's Embroidered Caps from South-West Hungary (Middle 19th Century)
HUNGARY

654  MAN'S WINTER CLOAK (SUBA), FROM COMITAT JÁSZ

655  EMBROIDERY, FROM COMITAT BÉKÉS

656  EMBROIDERED CUSHION-COVER, FROM COMITAT BORSOD
657 EMBROIDERED BORDER OF PILLOW-CASE

658 EMBROIDERED BORDER OF BED-COVER, FROM NORTH HUNGARY

659 EMBROIDERED BORDER OF PILLOW-CASE, FROM SOUTH HUNGARY (MIDDLE 19TH CENTURY)

660 EMBROIDERY, FROM COMITAT GYETVA
HUNGARY

661  MAN’S EMBROIDERED APRON, FROM COMITAT BORSOD

662  EMBROIDERED BORDER OF “DEATH-CLOTH,” FROM PÉCS FÜNKIRCHEN

663  EMBROIDERED BORDER OF BED-COVER
672 PILLOW-LACE, FROM COMITAT GÖMÖR

673 PILLOW-LACE, FROM COMITAT GÖMÖR

674 PILLOW-LACE, FROM COMITAT GÖMÖR (1800)

675 PILLOW-LACE, FROM COMITAT GÖMÖR (1800)
684 & 685  PILLOW-LACE FROM PÉCS FÜNKIRCHEN
AND SZEGSZÁRD, COMITAT TOLNA
HUNGARY

686 Lace Border of Bedcurtain, from Comitat Zölyom

HUNGARY—TRANSYLVANIA

687 Lace Border of Bed-cover, from Kolozsvár
669 & 670 PILLOW-LACE AND APPLIQUÉ BORDERS OF BEDCURTAINS, FROM COMITATS ZÖLYOM AND NÁGY-SZOMBAT

671 EMBROIDERED AND LACE BORDER OF BED-COVER, FROM WESTERN HUNGARY (MIDDLE 19TH CENTURY)
690 & 691  PEASANTS' HOUSES AT KÖRÖSFŐ AND TOROCZKÓ
FROM DRAWINGS BY ALADÁR KRIESCH KÖRÖSFŐI